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Abstract
A seguito della larga informatizzazione che ha ormai interessato ogni settore, oggi
la maggior parte dei nostri dati (sensibili o meno) è memorizzata in qualche server in
rete, del quale il più volte non conosciamo nè l’ubicazione fisica nè il proprietario. Con
lo sviluppo di questa tendenza quindi, è sempre più a rischio la sicurezza di tali infor-
mazioni. Sono infatti sempre più frequenti le notizie di attacchi informatici contro server
per il recupero di dati, con scopi anche criminosi. Famosi, per citare qualche caso, lo
scandalo che ha provocato il furto di dati subito da Ashley Madison nel luglio 2015 [1]
ed il non meno grave furto alla Sony nel dicembre 2014 [2].
Per evitare che ciò accada si sta sempre più diffondendo l’uso della crittografia a pro-
tezione dei dati, tramite la quale viene garantito all’utente l’uso esclusivo (o circoscritto
ad un ristretto gruppo di persone) delle informazioni messe a disposizione dal server.
Tale metodo però non è sufficiente a garantirne l’assoluta riservatezza in quanto nella
maggior parte di casi la crittografia viene utilizzata solo nella trasmissione dei dati, che
vengono poi salvati in chiaro sui server, rendendone possibile la lettura e l utilizzo da
parte del proprietario che potrebbe anche venderli o comunque mostrarli in pubblico.
Inoltre se un criminale informatico riuscisse a ottenere l’accesso al server, verrebbe in
possesso delle informazioni senza troppe difficoltà. Proprio per questi motivi, il metodo
migliore per assicurare agli utenti l’inviolabilita delle loro informazioni, consiste nel crit-
tografare i dati prima di inviarli al server, di modo che anche in caso di accesso forzato
non sarà possibile recuperare alcun dato.
Di seguito analizzeremo e compareremo due sistemi che consentono di garantire tale
sicurezza; quindi illustreremo il modo per implementarli successivamente su di un elab-
oratore.
i
ii
Il primo metodo analizzato (al quale successivamente faremo riferimento come FSSI, Fake
Searches and Shuffle Indexes)utilizza la struttura b+tree per l’indicizzazione dei dati, e
successivamente la cifratura dei vari settori, l’utilizzo della cache, il rimescolamento dei
nodi dell’albero e alcune false ricerche per nascondere al server le informazioni cruciali
per recuperare i dati. Con questa soluzione, i dati, che inizialmente sono salvati su di un
file o inseriti manualmente dall’utente, vengono indicizzati, criptati e spediti al server.
A seguito dell’esecuzione di una query da parte del client sul database, i dati vengono
recuperati a partire dalla radice dell’albero e vengono tenuti in cache per effettuare le
query più velocemente. Quando il client ha terminato di utilizzare il database tutti i nodi
dell’albero in memoria vengono scambiati di settore e rispediti al server, crittografan-
doli anche con un salting diverso. Inoltre per garantire che il server non intuisca quali
settori vengono recuperati, vengono effettuate delle ”fake searches”, cioè al momento di
recuperare ogni nodo si guardano i figli e se ne ha piu’ di uno vengono recuperati alcuni
settori che possono non essere utili. Questo algoritmo e’ stato studiato dalle università
degli studi di Milano e Bergamo e dal Politecnico di Milano congiunte in [18]
Il secondo metodo utilizza gli alberi binari di ricerca e si avvale del protocollo Path
ORAM, ovvero un algoritmo che permette di nascondere quasi completamente ad un
utente esterno il pattern di accesso alla memoria. A tale scopo la memoria interna del
server viene suddivisa in blocchi di uguale unità. Tramite questa suddivisione il client
impedisce al server di carpire informazioni sul contenuto della memoria. Questo metodo
e’ stato studiato approfonditamente dall’università di Berkeley in [16] [17].
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem formalisation
This project is about retrieving data in range without allowing the server to read
it, when the database is stored in the server. Basically, our goal is to build a database
that allows the client to maintain the confidentiality of the data stored, despite all the
data is stored in a different location from the client’s hard disk. This means that all the
information written on the hard disk can be easily read by another person who can do
anything with it. Given that, we need to encrypt that data from eavesdroppers or other
people. This is because they could sell it or log into accounts and use them for stealing
money or identities. In order to achieve this, we need to encrypt the data stored in the
hard drive, so that only the possessor of the key can easily read the information stored,
while all the others are going to read only encrypted data. Obviously, according to that,
all the data management must be done by the client, otherwise any malicious person can
easily retrieve it and use it for any malicious intention. The first chapter introduces the
structures used for the realisation of the project and some technical terms used in the
second part.
The second chapter examines various encrypted databases and analyses them thoroughly.
The third chapter concerns about the implementation of the first project and its details,
while the fourth explain deeply the second project. Fourth chapter is about ORAM algo-
rithm and its implementation, as well as some changes made from the original algorithm.
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In the fifth chapter there is the testing of the project on some databases.
Last chapters explains the results obtained and the future work based on this project,
with some possible uses of it.
1.2 Background knowledge
1.2.1 B+Tree and Binary Tree
A B+tree is a data structure used for ordering the keys in a database. Each node
has a large number of children. They are used in many contexts, from filesystems, like
NTFS, to databases. It is indexed on a single key and, differently from a standard binary
tree, all the data is stored under the leaves, as it is shown in figure 1. This means that,
if we want to retrieve a record from this database, we have a complexity of o(h) where
h is the height of the tree. The root and the internal node have more than n
2
children,
where n is the maximum number of children that a node can have. All the data under
the leaves is linked by a pointer that points to the record. Searching the specified key on
this data structure can be easily made by following the path denoted by the keys in the
internal nodes. It has a complexity of O(log an), where a is the branching factor of the
tree and n is the height of the tree (defined as the number of levels in the tree). In our
implementation we don’t have any link between the leaves, that means we have to start
from the parent for retrieve any sibling of the node, and also we have to start from the
root to do range queries. We used this implementation because in order to to preserve
the tree we need to keep in memory all the nodes between the root and the current,
so that each node we retrieve, including the ones recovered from fake searches, must be
attainable from the root.
A binary tree is a b+tree with a branching factor of 2.
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Figure 1: A graphical representation of a b+tree (source www.wikipedia.org)
1.2.2 AES algorithm
The AES algorithm (also called Rijndael from its creators Vincent Rijmen and Joan
Daemon), is a symmetric encryption algorithm. Symmetric means that the same key is
used both for encrypting and decrypting. It became effective in 2002, after the approval
of NIST. This algorithm is a block cipher, i.e. it processes blocks of fixed length (128
bit) arranged on a matrix (called State Array) where the first word (each word is four
bytes) is in the first column and so on.
The algorithm is composed of k rounds (as it is shown in figure 2) where k depends
on the key length. In our case we have a 128 bit key, that means AES standard, therefore
we have k equal to 10 plus the first add round key (in case of 196 bits k is 12 and 14 in
case of 256 bits key).
StateArray =

s0,0 s0,1 s0,2 s0,3
s1,0 s1,1 s1,2 s1,3
s2,0 s2,1 s2,2 s2,3
s3,0 s3,1 s3,2 s3,3

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Figure 2: AES structure (source http://www.codeproject.com)
1.2.2.1 Key expansion algorithm
Before applying the algorithm the key must be expanded, because at each step the
add round key function needs a portion of it. It is designed to ensure that a minimum
change in the key (just only one bit is enough) should affect the next round keys for
several times. A 128 bit key is expanded in the following manner: At first it is divided
in 4 words as below:
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
k0 k1 k2 k3
k4 k5 k6 k7
k8 k9 k10 k11
k12 k13 k14 k15

⇓[
w0 w1 w2 w3
]
After this step the algorithm proceed four word at a time, as it is shown below in figure
4.
Where ⊕ is the addition modulus 2 between the bits of the words and g is a mathematical
function as below. g() is composed by 3 steps:
1. One-byte left circular rotation on the 4 byte word.
2. Byte substitution for each byte of the word returned using the look-up table taken
from the Substitute Bytes step.
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3. XOR the bytes obtained from the previous step with a round constant. This step
is important to destroy any symmetry that can exists in the previous steps.
The round constant is derived at each round with the following formula (i starting
from 1 is the number of the round):
Rcon[i] = (RC[i], 0x00, 0x00, 0x00)
Where:
RC[1] = 0x01
RC[j] = 0x02×RC[j − 1]
1.2.2.2 Encryption
Each round, except for the first (that is only an add round key) and the last, is
composed by 4 steps:
1. substitute bytes
2. shift rows
3. mix columns
4. add round key
The last round doesn’t have the mix columns step in order to make the algorithm
reversible.
Substitute Bytes: The bytes substitution in the encryption works by replacing each
byte with the corresponding value in the S-BOX, that is a 16× 16 matrix (as it is shown
below in figure 3). The look-up table is shown in hexadecimal value.
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Figure 3: S-BOX (source https://edipermadi.wordpress.com)
In this step the look-up table cannot be described as a mathematical function so the
algorithm has to access the table every time.
Shift Rows: During the shift rows step each row of the state array is shifted as
following:

s0,0 s0,1 s0,2 s0,3
s1,0 s1,1 s1,2 s1,3
s2,0 s2,1 s2,2 s2,3
s3,0 s3,1 s3,2 s3,3
 =⇒

s0,0 s0,1 s0,2 s0,3
s1,1 s1,2 s1,3 s1,0
s2,2 s2,3 s2,0 s2,1
s3,3 s3,0 s3,1 s3,2

Mix Columns The mix columns step is composed by four operations, one for each
row of the state array, as it is shown below:
• For the first row the operation can be stated as: s′0,j = (0x02 × s0,j) ⊗ (0x03 ×
s1,j)⊗ s2,j ⊗ s3,j)
• For the second row the operation can be stated as: s′1,j = s0,j ⊗ (0x02 × s1,j) ⊗
(0x03× s2,j)⊗ s3,j)
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• For the third row the operation can be stated as: s′2,j = s0,j ⊗ s1,j ⊗ (0x02× s2,j)⊗
(0x03× s3,j))
• For the fourth row the operation can be stated as: s′3,j = (0x03 × s0,j) ⊗ s1,j ⊗
s2,j ⊗ (0x02× s3,j))
Or more compactly:

02 03 01 01
01 02 03 01
01 01 02 03
03 01 01 02
×

s0,0 s0,1 s0,2 s0,3
s1,0 s1,1 s1,2 s1,3
s2,0 s2,1 s2,2 s2,3
s3,0 s3,1 s3,2 s3,3
 =

s′0,0 s
′
0,1 s
′
0,2 s
′
0,3
s′1,0 s
′
1,1 s
′
1,2 s
′
1,3
s′2,0 s
′
2,1 s
′
2,2 s
′
2,3
s′3,0 s
′
3,1 s
′
3,2 s
′
3,3

Add round key The add round key step is done by XORing each byte of the state
with the relative byte of the key expanded. In the first round the input block is XORed
with the first 4 words of the expanded key, and then at each of the following rounds the
block is XORed with the next 4 words at a time.
1.2.2.3 Decryption
Each round, as it works in the encryption, is composed by 4 steps (first add round
key and last round excluded):
1. substitute bytes
2. shift rows
3. mix columns
4. add round key
Inverse Substitute Bytes: Like in the encryption, the bytes substitution is made
by replacing every byte with the corresponding value. Differently from the encryption
the value is searched in the inverse S-BOX (as it is shown below in figure 4).
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Figure 4: Inverse S-BOX (source https://edipermadi.wordpress.com)
Shift rows During the shift rows step each row of the state array is shifted as following:

s0,0 s0,1 s0,2 s0,3
s1,0 s1,1 s1,2 s1,3
s2,0 s2,1 s2,2 s2,3
s3,0 s3,1 s3,2 s3,3
 =⇒

s0,0 s0,1 s0,2 s0,3
s1,3 s1,0 s1,1 s1,2
s2,2 s2,3 s2,0 s2,1
s3,1 s3,2 s3,3 s3,0

Mix columns The mix columns step is composed by four operations, one for each row
of the state array, as it is shown below:
0E 0B 0D 09
09 0E 0B 0D
0D 09 0E 0B
0B 0D 09 0E
×

s0,0 s0,1 s0,2 s0,3
s1,0 s1,1 s1,2 s1,3
s2,0 s2,1 s2,2 s2,3
s3,0 s3,1 s3,2 s3,3
 =

s′0,0 s
′
0,1 s
′
0,2 s
′
0,3
s′1,0 s
′
1,1 s
′
1,2 s
′
1,3
s′2,0 s
′
2,1 s
′
2,2 s
′
2,3
s′3,0 s
′
3,1 s
′
3,2 s
′
3,3

Add round key The add round key step in the decryption is the same as the encryp-
tion.
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1.2.3 Path ORAM
An Oblivious RAM algorithm is an interface between the client and the server whose
purpose is to obfuscate data access pattern in ram or in other outsourced resources.
From the server’s perspective data access patterns from two sequences of read or write
operations with equal length must be equivalent. Originally it was studied for prevent
reverse engineering on software, but today with the large use of cloud computers it has
gained many applications in privacy preserving storage outsourcing applications. This
algorithm:
• Guarantees the indistinguishability between reading or writing;
• Allows the encryption of the storage;
• Prevents the recovery of the time of last access;
• Carries out the obfuscation of access pattern;
• Guarantees the indistinguishability of the same data after the rewrite
At the beginning the memory is divided into Z · N blocks of size B, which are atomic
units, this means if the client wants to access a section of the block it must access the
entire block. Since data on the server is treated as a binary tree, where each node is
a bucket that contains a fixed number of blocks (up to Z real blocks, if there are less
blocks is padded with dummy content). At any time each block is mapped into a leaf of
the tree. Since block are re-encrypted at each time the server cannot retrieve any useful
information about them because each time it changes the salting, so the server is not
able to retrieve if it was changed or not.
Chapter 2
State of the art
At the date of writing, there are several implementations of encrypted databases.
Since the server is a part that cannot be fully trusted, most of the implementations are
supposed to encrypt the data before it reaches the server. There are many levels of
encryption, depending on how the data is encrypted and if it is all encrypted or only a
part of it. Another important aspect is how data is managed: in many cases data is only
stored encrypted while all the process is done in clear-text, meanwhile some databases
have implemented various algorithms for processing data in their encrypted form, so they
don’t have to manage clear-text. All of the methods described below are not related to
any particular encryption method. According to these various methods we can divide
them into 3 main categories:
2.1 Data encryption at rest
This type of encryption is also called TDE (Transparent Data Encryption) because
it is transparent to the user. The algorithm works by encrypting the database after the
client ends the connection, and stores it to the disk ciphered, to prevent any malicious
attacker from reading the database while it is not used. Of course, unless they recover
the key. After that, it restores the database in plain-text only when the client needs to
update it, so only in that moment the attacker can read it. A graphical representation
of the algorithm is shown in figure 5. Encrypting data at rest has the advantage that
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one doesn’t have to change the application level. In particular, all the applications that
execute queries over the database remain the same. This means that all the data is in
clear-text while the computation is done and, most importantly, while it is being sent
through the network. This implies that any malicious eavesdropper can read any query
or data retrieved and use it for his purposes. The first TDE implementation was done by
Microsoft in SQL Server 2008 [5]. Following Bill Gates’s company, IBM [7] and Oracle
[6] have implemented their own encrypted databases of this type. The company with
headquarters in New York has implemented a software co-related with DB2, while Oracle
has upgraded his own database. Due to the passage of clear-text over the network this
implementation is not related to our work, despite this type of database is widely used,
since is the most transparent and quick encryption for a database. The interesting thing
about this type of encryption is that it can be integrated to record/column encryption,
so it can add more security to the database (but increases the query time because of
the double encryption). An implementation like the last one was done by Google[8].
Such algorithm can also be used for encrypting file-systems, like has done Windows with
EFS[9].
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Figure 1: A graphical representation Transparent Data Encryption (source
www.oracle.com)
2.2 Data encryption in transit
The second method for encrypting data is to encrypt them ”in transit”, that means
all the computation is done in plain-text. The advantage is that since the computation
occurs client side, the data is encrypted before it is sent to the server, so all the packages
that go through the network are ciphered, so if an eavesdropper recovers them, they
cannot use them for malicious purposes. This implementation relies on ciphering the
single column of the database or, as it is in our cases, single cells/records of it. Another
interesting fact about this method is that the key is stored client side and never goes to
the server, so the client has the security of it. Since the server only stores the data its
part is very minimal and most of the computation is done by the client, then we cannot
do very high usages since the client normally is not a powerful computer. This method
is widely used for file-systems, but today many companies are implementing it in their
databases, since this ensures the client more security. This method has been studied in
the USA by [10].
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2.3 Data encryption in use
The last method relies on managing encrypted data, this means as soon as the data
is inserted by the user it is encrypted in a particular manner. This allows the server to
retrieve the data although it is encrypted. The main technique for the implementation of
this databases relies on homomorphic encryption. This type of encryption is particular
because it allows anyone (not just the key-holder) to output a cipher-text that encrypts
f(1, . . . , t) for any desired function f, with given cipher-texts that encrypts 1, . . . ,
t, as long as that function can be efficiently computed. No information about 1, . . .
, t or f(1, . . . , t) should leak; the inputs, output and intermediate values are always
encrypted. It has been studied in various articles, like [12], [13], [11] and [14].
2.4 Our Approaches
Our approaches are based on data encryption in transit. In fact we encrypt all the
packets before sending them to the server. In the first project the only information that
the server has in plain-text are: the length of the data received and the initialization
vector. Since the last one is different for each encryption it must be added to the data.
Since we are using an AES-256 encryption those information are not useful for decrypting
any message, so the server hasn’t got any useful information. The other information that
the server can retrieve are the level of the sector (and also if the sector is a node or a
record) in the tree, but it doesn’t have any useful information about the links between the
sectors. Those things guarantee the security of our algorithm. In the second project the
only information that the server can retrieve is that the client is retrieving and sending
a block. Since blocks can have many sectors inside the server cannot retrieve any useful
information about it.
Chapter 3
FSSI Implementation
Our implementation is based on C++ programming language. Most of the computa-
tion is done by the client, since the server cannot know which data is manipulating. This
method allows the client to maintain the control over the clear text data. In particular,
the server cannot read it unless it recovers the key from the client. This maintains very
strongly security of the database, since no one that has access to the server can obtain
the true information from the data.
3.1 Server
The server side is very small in this program because of the confidentiality of the
data. Due to this, the only task of the server is to interact between the client and the
hard disk. It’s implemented in C++ but most of its parts are written in C.
Since we want a fast program the server part is a class of the program and the only thing
that it does is retrieving the encrypted sectors from the client, copy them into its local
ram and adding them into a map between the number of the sector and the data.
3.2 Client
Since most of the computation is done by the client, this part is the most important
of the project. This section is divided into 4 parts: the first one is related to the imple-
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mentation of the b+tree and how to serialize it, the second part regards the encryption
of all the sections of the tree, the third one is related to bandwidth usage and the fourth
one is about the user interface. Obviously if the server has no data stored, the client
begins locally a new tree and after it has created all the tree with local data, it can do
search operations on them and after that it sends all the data to the server for storing
it. For the cryptography is used the openssl library, that implements an AES 256 bit.
For more information see [15].
3.2.1 B+tree implementation
The code is based on a b+tree written in C (for more specification see [3]) with some
changes: our implementation has no link between the leafs, is encrypted and stores the
nodes in an external hard drive. The structures used for the realization of the tree are:
• node: A node is the internal part of the tree and is composed by:
– a key that is a 32 bit integer;
– an array of keys, that is associated with the pointers array and the sectors
array
– an array of sectors;
– an array of pointers;
– a pointer to the parent node;
– an integer that counts the number of the keys;
– an integer that mantain the sector in which it was stored.
it is important to distinguish between leafs and internal nodes because in the leafs
the pointers corresponds to the pointers of the record with that key, while in the
internal nodes the first pointer points to a node that contains the keys lower than
the first key, the second points to a node with keys higher or equal to the first key
and lower than the second and so on until the last node that points to a node with
keys higher or equal to the last-1 key.
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• record: A record is the part of the tree where all the data is stored. It is collocated
on the leafs of the tree and is composed by:
– a 32 bit integer that is the key;
– a pointer to an array of fields, in which all the fields of the database are stored.
It isn’t allocated before for allowing the client to choose the number of fields.
– a pointer to the parent node
– an integer that is the number of the sector.
• info: The info is stored in the first sector of the hard drive and is composed by:
– an integer that is the sector of the root;
– an integer that is the last sector used;
– an integer that is the number of fields.
3.2.1.1 Auxiliary functions
The client has some auxiliary functions that are used during the program. 3 functions
are made for the creation of records and nodes: make node() and make record() are
made for allocating a new node and a new record. Each of these functions assign at
the node/record a sector that is equal to the last sector used + 1 and updates the
info− >last sector used global variable, the map and the set of sector used. this is
necessary for later storing the tree. The second also take as input the key and an array
with the fields and initialize the record with them. Another useful function is make leaf(),
that takes a node as input and sets the boolean variable is leaf as TRUE.
3.2.1.2 Search
The search has 2 main functions:
• Single record queries: This search is done with the function find that takes as input
a pointer to the root and an integer that contains the key. After that is called the
function find leaf(), that explores the tree and searches for a leaf that can contain
the specified key. Since it is a b+tree the search has a logarithmic complexity in
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the size of the database, but it is slowed by fake searches, because they retrieve
more nodes. In case such leaf exists, the find() function scrolls the keys of it and
searches if the key is found. Since all the keys are ordered it is very easy to look
if a key exists. In the affirmative case the function returns the record, otherwise it
returns NULL.
• Range queries: This type of search, that is very important in the project, begins
with the function find and print range(): The function itself is not very important
because it declares a list of records and calls the core of the search: find range().
This function is built by doing a Breadth first search in the tree, this means the
search is done level by level. The BFS implementation begins with declaring a
queue, that contains the nodes to be explored. After that it begins a loop where
each node is explored. At this point we can have 2 conditions:
– The node is internal: in this case the algorithm looks the keys of the node.
Then it is divided in 3 cases:
∗ The first pointer: For the first pointer the only comparison needed is if
the first key is less or equal than the lower extreme of the range. In this
case the algorithm retrieves the node and puts it into the queue of nodes.
Otherwise it doesn’t do anything.
∗ The internal pointers: In this case for each pointer it is checked if the
previous key is lower or equal than the end of the range or if the key with
the same index as the pointer is higher than the key with the same index
of the pointer. In case one of the two conditions is valid the algorithm
retrieves the node and puts it into the queue of nodes. Otherwise it
doesn’t do anything.
∗ The last pointer: For the last pointer is checked if the last - 1 key (that
is denoted by num keys) is lower than the higher extreme of the range. If
it is the algorithm retrieves the node and puts it into the queue of nodes.
Otherwise it doesn’t do anything.
– The node is a leaf: In this case the algorithm checks every key and if they are
in the range it inserts the records into the list. If the records are not in the
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cache they are retrieved by a fake search.
At every time of the step if a node or record isn’t cached, it is retrieved with a fake
search.
3.2.1.3 Insertion
The insertion of a record into a tree starts by calling the insert() function. It takes as
input 3 arguments: a pointer to the root,an integer that contains the key and an array
with the fields of the record; and returns a pointer to the root of the tree. It starts by
checking if the root isn’t NULL, if it isn’t the algorithm calls the function find() and
searches for the record. In case a record is found it returns the root.
If it isn’t found the function creates a new record with the data passed by the caller.
at this point it checks if the root is NULL, in this case creates a new node, it is marked
as leaf and the record is inserted in the first pointer, with the corresponding sector and
key. After that the node just created is returned.
In case a tree already exists but no record with the specified key is found, it calls
the function find leaf() and checks if there’s enough space in the leaf returned. In the
affirmative case, the record is inserted in the right position in the leaf (all the keys
must be in ascending order) and the root is returned. In this case the root remains
the same. In the negative case, the leaf must be splitted, and so on the function in-
sert into leaf after splitting() is called. This function takes as input a pointer to the
root of the tree, a pointer to the leaf previously found, an integer that contains the key
that must be inserted and a pointer to the record previously created.
This function calculate the point where the leaf must be splitted, then creates a new
node and puts in it pointer and keys higher and equal to the middle key, leaving the
space for the key that must be inserted free. After that it inserts the key and calls the
function insert into parent(). This last call is necessary because the first key of the new
node must be inserted in the parent node. It takes as input a pointer to the root of the
tree, the pointers to the previous leaf and to the next leaf, and an integer that contains
the key that must be inserted in the parent. This function begins by checking the parent
of the first leaf. If the parent is NULL this means we have the root and we need to insert
the 2 leafs into a new root. So the algorithm creates a new root and puts the two leafs
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as child of it, with the function insert into new root(). In case the parent exists, then
the index of the left leaf (the old one) is retrieved in the parent’s sectors. After that it
is checked if the parent has enough space to contain the new leaf, in this case with the
function insert into node() the new leaf is inserted into the parent by putting the key
after the old node’s key and shifting all the following ones by 1. In case there isn’t enough
space, then the function insert into node after splitting() is called. This function works
more or less the same as insert into leaf after splitting(), with the only difference that
the latter works on leafs, so key indexes are equal to pointer and sector indexes, while in
the nodes the key indexes that must be checked are 2. After creating the new node the
function insert into node() is called again until it doesn’t have any node to split, after
that the root pointer is returned.
During all the insertion operations if the node is not in cache(that means the client
hasn’t retrieved it yet) then it is retrieved by doing a fake search as below.
3.2.1.4 Storing The Tree
Storing the tree and sending them to the server can happen in 2 methods: the first is
when the client wants to send it and calls the command q, the second is when the client
wants to close the connection with the server. This part is done by calling the function
send tree(), that shuffle the sectors of cached nodes and records, serialize them into a
string, encrypt them, sends it to the server and frees the client’s storage. Since send tree()
is a standalone function we have divided our program into 2 different programs:
• FSSI1 re-sends the tree after doing all the queries;
• FSSI2 re-sends the tree after each query.
We have opted for these 2 solutions because with the first there is less data usage but
more client’s storage is used, while with the second there is a high data usage but less
client’s memory is used. This is the only difference between the 2 programs.
Shuffling The Sectors Shuffling the sectors is useful so the server cannot establish a
connection between the nodes and their position in the tree. For example, if we don’t
shuffle the sectors then the server can easily discover which is the root node and the nodes
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mostly retrieved by looking at the history of the requests. This part Is implemented by
storing each sector retrieved from the server in a set, and then when we have to resend
them to the server, at each node/record is assigned a sector taken randomly from the
set, meanwhile the parent is updated with the right sector. This redistribution occurs
staring from the root and, doing a BFS as above, assigns at each node/record a sector.
When a sector is assigned it is removed from the set. During this part when all the
sectors of the children of a node are reassigned, that node is serialized, encrypted and
sent to the server, that stores it in the new sector. When all the internal nodes are sent
to the server, the algorithm continues to the leafs. For each leaf if a record is cached in
the client, that record’s sector is changed and then sent to the server. When there is no
child of the leaf cached, then it is sent the leaf. After the serialization of the tree the
program serialize the struct with basics information for retrieving the tree in the first
sector, so when it retrieves again the tree those information are easily retrievable.
Serialization
1. Serialize Nodes: The serialization of nodes begins by converting each integer from
host size to network size (for the endianess of the processor)and by setting each
pointer to NULL. After that it allocates an array with a size that is composed by
a fixed part (that is the length of the node + 10) and a variable part to make the
length of the array divisible by 16 (this is needed for AES algorithm). Following
all the node is copied into the string and the remaining bytes are taken randomly
(this is considered as salting.). The string obtained by this process is passed to the
AES algorithm as explained below. Then it creates another string that contains:
• in the first 4 bytes the size of the data encrypted in network size (this is used
for the decryption),
• the node encrypted,
• 16 bytes that contains the iv (Initialization Vector, this also is used for adding
randomness).
This last string is sent to the server alongside the number of the sector.
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2. Serialize Sectors: The serialization of sectors begins by converting each integer
from host size to network size (for the endianess of the processor)and by setting
each pointer to NULL. After that it allocates an array with a size that is composed
by a fixed part (that is the length of the record + the length of the array with the
fields + 10) and a variable part to make the length of the array divisible by 16 (this
is needed for AES algorithm). After that all the record is copied into the string ,
following all the fields of the record and the remaining bytes are taken randomly
(this is considered as salting.). The string obtained by this process is passed to the
AES algorithm as explained below. Then it creates another string that contains:
• in the first 4 bytes the size of the data encrypted in network size (this is used
for the decryption),
• the sector encrypted,
• and in the end 16 bytes that contains the iv (this also is used for adding
randomness).
This string is sent to the server alongside the number of the sector.
3. Serialize Info: The serialization of the information is the same as the serialization
of nodes changing only the size of the first array, that is composed by the size of
the struct info instead of the size of the node.
3.2.1.5 Retrieving The Tree
For retrieving the tree (we suppose that we already have one stored in the server) we
start by retrieving the information about the tree stored in the first sector of the hard
drive (sector 0). Here can be found the necessary information for retrieving the tree:
• the sector where the root is stored,
• the last sector used (useful for inserting a new node/record in the tree),
• the number of fields in the records.
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De-serialization When a sector is retrieved the first thing to do is to de-serialize it.
This happens by reversing the algorithm applied in the encryption. In particular the
first thing done is to retrieve the right length of the data, by taking the first 4 bytes and
converting them into host endianess. After that the iv is retrieved, that is stored in the
last 16 bytes. The last step is to decrypt the last part, that is done with the openssl
library. Following the record/node is copied into a new node and all the numbers and
pointers are set with the correct values (the numbers are restored in host endianess and
the pointers are set to the right node/sector when it exists). In the end parent’s pointers
are set to the correct address. For the record is also allocated a new array of fields and
all the values previously serialized are restored.
Fake Searches Fake searches are useful for confuse the server on which sector we are
retrieving. They are used when we have to retrieve a node, both from the server and
none. The algorithm takes a node and the index of the child to retrieve, then it takes
n-1/2 other random indexes (where n is the number of keys in the node) and searches
for them. If a sector is already cached then it passes to the next sector, otherwise if a
sector is not cached it retrieves it from the server and updates the map and the set of
the sector used. With this last step the next time we won’t have to retrieve the sector
from the server.
Cache Searches In our implementation we suppose to have a cache that stores all
the nodes retrieved since that moment and not already sent again to the server. Here
all the nodes retrieved from the tree are maintained, until the user decides to send them
to the server. It is all stored into the ram and it is indexed with a map: this is a pair
node/pointer.
3.2.2 Cryptography
The encryption is done node by node. An AES 256 bit for encrypting is used, and
randomness is guaranteed by adding 10 or more random bytes at the end of the string
that contains the node/record. Also a random iv is taken and put it alongside the data
sent for the decryption. In client’s program nothing is encrypted unless it has to be
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sent to the server, while in server’s program all the data managed, except the sector and
the iv, is cipher text. Since the most important thing is the key, this implementation
stores the key into a file key.aes, so with this file the database can be retrieved from any
computer. At the beginning the algorithm generates a random key, that is used for the
rest of the computation. If the client wants to use another key, it should replace the file
key.aes with another that contains the key, or delete it in order to create a new key. The
algorithm used is the AES 256 EVP CBC, that is an interface for the encryption adopted
by Openssl. CBC stands for cipher block chaining, that means the block encrypted are
related to the previous block in the encryption.
3.2.3 User Interface
The user interface is made entirely via terminal. It is composed by 2 parts:
3.2.3.1 Set the database
The setting of the database is done step by step: At the beginning the user decides
if he wants to create a new database or use an existing one: in the first case nothing is
done because the database already exists and it is retrieved only when needed. In the
second case the user needs to perform 2 steps:
• insert the number of fields he wants in each record,
• another choice: to insert them manually or take the fields from a file. If he wants
to insert them manually he passes directly to the second part, otherwise he has to
insert the name of the file and the index of the key.
3.2.3.2 Queries and insertion
This section is composed by 6 commands:
• q With this command the user stores all the data in the server, included the
information in the first sector. After that he can decide to retrieve again the root
and do other searches or close the connection.
• c This command closes the connection with the server and exits from the program.
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• r int1 int2 This command retrieves the root in case it is not already on the server
and prints all the records that have the key between int1 and int2. If no record is
found nothing is printed.
• p int This command prints on the terminal the record with key int1. If no record
is found nothing is printed.
• i int1 ... intN This command inserts a new record in the tree. N must be equal
to the number of fields.
• a filename indexKey This commands add to the tree all the rows contained in
filename and takes the key stored in the position indexKey.
• f filename execute all the queries contained in filename.

Chapter 4
Path ORAM Implementation
This project was done by mer Mert Candan and it is about the use of Path ORAM
protocol in range queries. It is based on [17] and adopted to be a database. Also this
program is divided into client and server. Both client and server are a class in the
program, but the client server cannot access to client’s private variables.
4.0.1 Server
As it happened with the previous program the server side is very small. It is composed
by 3 functions, the first is the constructor that allocates the necessary memory in the
heap and initializes it with dummy contents. The amount of memory needed can be
adjusted by the parameters given when the server is constructed in the main function.
The server side is implemented as a binary tree where each node is a bucket, that contains
up to Z blocks. The tree is constructed with a single-dimensional array, where the nodes
of the tree are numbered from 1 to 2height−1. With this method we can reach child nodes
of n by simply doubling it (2n) and reach the other child node by decrementing the first
child by one (2n - 1). Since we are interested in leaf nodes rather than internal nodes,
they can be accessed with indexes 2L...2L+1− 1 where L is the last level of the tree (root
node lies at L = 0). The server reaches the bucket at level l by first finding the leaf node
and dividing its index value by 2 enough times that it reaches the required level.
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4.0.2 Client
Since most of the computation is done by the client we’re focusing on it. We start
by illustrating the tree and therefore we will explain how the tree is managed, how the
encryption works and how search works under it.
4.0.2.1 Storage
Client’s storage is composed by 2 parts:
• The stash
• A position map of the blocks
Stash The stash is a sort of depot where during the course of the algorithm the over-
flowed blocks are stored. It has worst case size of O(logN), but it is normally empty
after each ORAM read/write complete operation.
Position map The position map is a structure that maps each block to a leaf node of
the tree. This means that, if block a is mapped to a position P (x), this block relies in a
bucket along the path to leaf P (x) or in the stash. Position map changes at each time a
block is accessed.
4.0.2.2 Access
Access operation is done as pointed out in Berkeley’s papers [16] and [17]. In fact this
function is the core of the algorithm, since it encloses most of the obfuscation techniques
of the program. Each entry in the position map contains a number between 0 and 2L-1.
When I send this position to the server, it adds 2L to this position to find the true index
of the leaf node on the binary tree. The buckets are returned to the client as a whole and
at each access operation the client requests all the buckets that lies along the path of the
leaf node. Here path implies the shortest sequence of nodes to follow in order to reach
the root node. After all the buckets are read on the path of the specified leaf node, they
are stored in the stash on the client side. If the operation is write then the specified block
is changed with the given data. The buckets always contain Z blocks. If there aren’t
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enough real blocks the remaining blocks are placed with dummy blocks. Since there
may be dummy blocks returned from the server, the stash is cleared from these dummy
blocks before the next step of the algorithm. At this point, even if the operation is read,
the blocks on the stash are to be written back to the server via WriteBucket function.
To write a block from stash to a bucket on the server there is a simple requirement: the
path of the block (where it is mapped in the position map) should intersect with the
bucket that is being written on.
4.0.2.3 Encryption
The encryption is performed on each block, that is composed by an id and the content.
Both are encrypted together with AES in CBC mode. In order to distinguish the re-
encryption of the blocks, they are padded with random characters so they cannot be
related. Encryption re-occurs every time a block is read from the server.
4.0.2.4 Indexing
Indexing and search are the 2 differences between Path ORAM 1 and 2. This part is
very important for the final results. The basic solution is that for each block a range is
assigned, so they are easier to reach.
Path ORAM 1 In the first implementation we consider only the attribute that we
want to index and we create the tree only on that index. This speeds up the algorithm
because it doesn’t need to consider all the other keys, but it takes more time to create it.
This is due to less blocks used since most of the data is in the same range (the database
is very dense). With scattered indexes is better because we can have more blocks and
they have few records inside.
Path ORAM 2 The second one was the original one. It is indexed on all the 4
attributes. This speeds up the creation of the database but, since every query must
search also on the other attributes, the query time slows down. This is very good for
dense indexes because we can have more blocks and split the database into many parts.
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4.0.2.5 Search
Since the aim of this project is to do range queries, the search is very important.
Search works initially by mapping the query to all needed blocks, and afterwards by
accessing each block with the access function. After that it searches for all the blocks
and requests them to the server with the access function and at the end it returns the
found records. Since all the blocks are indexed as previously the search for these blocks
is very simple.
Chapter 5
Comparison and test
We tested the database on simple datasets, not very large (they can be found at [4],
and each of them is less than 3 Megabytes).
The testing is done on a desktop computer with an Intel core i5-4460 quad core processor
@ 3.20GHz, 4 GB of ram at 1600 MHz, 128 GB SSD hard drive. The results that we
aim to show are mainly related to the comparison of network, memory occupation and
execution time of the programs. Since both FSSI programs requires the same during the
database creation we will have the same creation time. The average queries time includes
the creation time, the queries time and the closing time until the database reach a quiet
state where all the data is on the server. Indexes ranges are as follows:
• Second index: from 1 to 7
• Third Index: from 1 to 50
• Fourth index: from 1908 to 93340
• Fifth index: from 0 to 8
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5.1 128 records
The first dataset used is composed by 128 records.
Creating database 128 records
Figure 5.1: This graph shows the time required for creating the index of the database, encrypting and
inserting all records into it with a dataset of 128 lines.
Creation Time In Fig. 5.1 we are comparing the time used by each program to
create the database. That time includes reading all the records from the file, indexing,
encrypting and sending them to the server. We can notice that FSSI is more or less 20
times faster than both ORAM algorithms, due to its local creation of the database which
doesn’t need to pass through the network and the simplicity of the algorithm that doesn’t
need to remap the blocks after each insertion. Another important fact is that ORAM 1
needs more or less the same time as ORAM 2. This fact is due to their similar insertion
method and due to few records inserted, since at this point the size of the buckets is still
small. The last thing that we can evince is how ORAM 1 time is decreasing when the
keys become scattered, while in FSSI the opposite occurs. This particular fact is due
to the better mapping of the ORAM algorithm with scattered indexes, because it has
smaller buckets to retrieve every time. For FSSI the increasing of the time needed to
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create the database is due to the size of the tree that with scattered indexes has more
internal nodes.
Memory database 128 records
Figure 5.2: This graph shows the amount of memory required by every program after the creation on
each index with a dataset of 128 records.
Memory As we can infer from Fig. 5.2, which shows the amount of memory that
each program needs to store the data in the database, both FSSI and ORAM 2 are
quite similar with respect to memory usage. This is due to the small size of the dataset,
because in FSSI we still have few internal nodes, while in ORAM we have small buckets
that don’t require much memory. The interesting thing is that ORAM 1 needs half the
memory of FSSI, since it doesn’t need to store a tree for indexing the database. It needs
less memory than ORAM 2 since ORAM 2 requires more buckets to store the database,
that increases the memory required. Another important result is that with few records is
not so relevant the density of the indexes for most of the programs, but ORAM 1 reflects
the change of index. This is due to the small size of the tree in FSSI that doesn’t require
many internal nodes, while for ORAM 1 we have a significant change in the number of
buckets. ORAM 2 requires the same time because the number of buckets remains the
same and it indexes the records on all 4 attributes.
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Network usage for 10 queries on 128 records
Figure 5.3: This graph shows the amount of data sent over the network by each program while
executing 10 queries and send back the database to the server with 128 records.
Network usage for 100 queries on 128 records
Figure 5.4: This graph shows the amount of data sent over the network by each program when
executing 100 queries and sending the database back to the server.
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Network From Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, that display the data passing from the client
to the server and back, we can deduce that FSSI1 has a very low network usage, due
to its cache system and the small size of the database. ORAM 2 has low performance,
because each time it requires a lot of data to pass through the network. This is due to
its large number of buckets, which can have many unnecessary blocks that at each time
are retrieved and sent back to the server. Also, FSSI2 has quite large data usage due to
its fake searches, which retrieve more data than needed and sends it again back to the
server without even analysing it. The most important thing is that ORAM 1 has more
or less the same data usage of FSSI1 on 10 queries. This is interesting since it shows
that the cache system of FSSI 1 on a small number of queries is not so relevant. With
100 queries, it can be seen that the cache has a high influence over the network because
it doesn’t need to retrieve at each time all the records and the internal nodes.
Query times for 10 queries on 128 records
Figure 5.5: This graph displays the total time needed for executing 10 queries and send back the
database to the server.
Query total times Graphs in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6, that show the total time for
executing 10 or 100 queries by each program with 128 records, show us that FSSI 1 is
very fast compared to all the other algorithms. This is due to its particular cache system
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Query times for 100 queries on 128 records
Figure 5.6: This graph displays the total time needed for executing 100 queries and send back the
database to the server.
that splits the time needed to retrieve and resend the sectors to the database over all
the queries. This allows them to perform the computation faster. About FSSI 2 we can
notice that is more or less similar to ORAM 1, because they both have many sectors to
retrieve and resend to the server. The interesting thing is that with large ranges FSSI
2 is better, because it has to retrieve less data due to its scattered feature. Another
thing that influences this difference is that ORAM 1 with scattered indexes has more
buckets to retrieve. ORAM 2 is very bad performing since the indexing requires a lot
of time, since it’s on many blocks and there is a large number of buckets. We can also
note how the key on which databases are indexed affects the execution time, since if we
have scattered indexes all the algorithms are faster (except ORAM 1 that has a higher
execution time due to the higher number of buckets).
Query average times From graphs in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8, that compare the average
time for executing 1 query, we can deduce that both FSSI are very fast. This is also due
to their creation time (already fast) that, spread on several queries, doesn’t affect the
average time. Another important fact that can be obtained is that FSSI 1 remains the
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Average query times for 10 queries on 128 records
Figure 5.7: This graph displays the average time needed by 1 query to be executed, while we are
executing 10 queries and sending the database back to the server. It includes also the creation time.
Average query times for 100 queries on 128 records
Figure 5.8: This graph displays the average time needed by 1 query to be executed, while we are
executing 100 queries and send back the database to the server. It includes also the creation time.
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best. For last, both ORAM are very slow since they have a high creation and execution
time (as explained before). The main information that we can infer from this graph is
that creation time affects a lot the average time, but as we increase the number of queries
the creation time becomes less relevant.
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5.2 1024 records
The second dataset used is composed by 1024 records.
Creating database 1024 records
Figure 5.9: This graph shows the time required for creating the index of the database, encrypting and
inserting all records into it with a dataset of 1024 lines.
Creation Time In Fig. 5.9 is shown the time that each algorithm needs to create the
database (which includes reading all the 1024 records from the file, indexing, encrypting
and sending them to the server). We can notice that, as it occurs with 128 records, also
in this case both creating the database is really quick for the FSSI algorithms. ORAM
require instead much more time in that phase. For both ORAM algorithms the time
needed to create the database still depends mainly on the number of buckets. ORAM
1, that for 128 records was faster than ORAM 2, still remains faster than the one on
scattered indexes. As one could have expected, ORAM 1 on dense indexes is not so
performing in time. This is due to the type of indexing, given that with dense indexes
we have to reduce the number of buckets. Since the size of the buckets become larger,
the program then, at each record insertion, has to retrieve, decrypt, re-encrypt and send
back to the server more data.
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Memory database 1024 records
Figure 5.10: This graph shows the amount of memory required by every program after the creation
on each index with a dataset of 1024 records.
Memory In Fig. 5.10 we have a graph that illustrates the memory needed to store
all the data during the creation of the database (for each algorithm). In this figure we
can notice that the trend of the graph, as it happens for the creation time, is similar
to the 128 records one. As this outline shows, both FSSI algorithms need more RAM
than the ORAM ones and the memory needed increases as the range becomes larger.
The reason why this happens is that we have a larger tree in FSSI, and in ORAM we
have larger buckets. Only ORAM 2 requires the same amount of memory for all indexes,
due to its indexing on all of them. Most importantly, we can see that as the number of
records increase, the amount of memory increase in a linear way for ORAM, and more
than linearly for FSSI.
Network Graphs in Fig. 5.11, Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13 focus on the network usage by
all programs with a 1024 records dataset. In these graphs we can notice that 4th index
requires generally about half of the network usage with respect to the previous indexes.
In FSSI 2, ORAM 1 and ORAM 2 the network usage increases in a linear way as the
number of queries increase, but in FSSI 1 the network usage is constant, due to its cache
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Network usage for 10 queries on 1024 records
Figure 5.11: This graph shows the amount of data sent over the network by each program while
executing 10 queries and send back the database to the server with 1024 records.
Network usage for 100 queries on 1024 records
Figure 5.12: This graph shows the amount of data sent over the network by each program while
executing 100 queries and send back the database to the server with 1024 records.
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Network usage for 1000 queries on 1024 records
Figure 5.13: This graph shows the amount of data sent over the network by each program while
executing 1000 queries and send back the database to the server with 1024 records.
system. As it also occurs for 128 records, ORAM 2 uses a lot of network due to many
dummy blocks, but differently from the 128 records dataset, here also FSSI 2 requires a
lot of network. This is due to the large number of records that, with scattered indexes,
requires a retrieval of almost the whole database at each query.
Query total times Graphs in Fig. 5.14, Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16 show the total time
for executing 10 or 100 queries with 1024 records. We can notice that the graphs are
following the 128 records outline. There is shown that FSSI 1 is better with respect to
all the other algorithms since its cache system allows a faster computation. Focusing on
the other algorithms, FSSI 2 and ORAM 1 require more or less the same execution time
on scattered indexes, while on dense indexes ORAM 1 is considerably better. ORAM 2
is once more the worst due to its multiple keys indexing that was made to have multi-
dimensional queries.
Query average times Graphs in Fig. 5.17, Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.19 compare the
average time to execute 1 query. It can be drawn that with a small number of queries
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Query times for 10 queries on 1024 records
Figure 5.14: This graph displays the total time needed for executing 10 queries and sending back the
database to the server.
both FSSI algorithms are better. On scattered indexes all the four algorithms have more
or less the same behaviour as with 128 records. On dense indexes ORAM 1 increase its
average time drastically, due to its high creation time. Analysing more queries we have
that ORAM 1 become faster since the creation time is amortised, until it becomes more
performing than FSSI 2 on dense indexes. ORAM 2 is still quite slow.
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Query times for 100 queries on 1024 records
Figure 5.15: This graph displays the total time needed for executing 100 queries and sending back the
database to the server.
Query times for 1000 queries on 1024 records
Figure 5.16: This graph displays the total time needed for executing 1000 queries and sending back
the database to the server.
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Average query times for 10 queries on 1024 records
Figure 5.17: This graph displays the average time needed to execute 1 query, while we are executing
10 queries and sending the database back to the server. It also includes the creation time.
Average query times for 100 queries on 1024 records
Figure 5.18: This graph displays the average time needed to execute 1 query, while we are executing
100 queries and sending the database back to the server. It also includes the creation time.
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Average query times for 1000 queries on 1024 records
Figure 5.19: This graph displays the average time needed to execute 1 query, while we are executing
1000 queries and sending the database back to the server. It also includes the creation time.
5.3 16384 records
The third dataset used is composed by 16384 records.
Creation Time In Fig. 5.20 is shown the time that each program needs to create the
database. We can notice that on the 2nd and 5th indexes it follows the outline of the
previous datasets, while for the 2nd and the 3rd indexes ORAM 1 becomes the worst
algorithm. The interesting fact is that ORAM 2 becomes better on large indexes, but
still worse than FSSI. This particular fact is due to the number of buckets that here are
higher than before, which allows the algorithm to reduce the size of the buckets and to
have a better distribution of the blocks. The reason why FSSI is the best is still the
same.
Memory Graph in Fig. 5.21 shows the memory needed to store the database after
the creation. It can be seen that both ORAM algorithm need one third of the memory
needed by FSSI. This is due to the good distribution of the records into the buckets in
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Creating database 16384 records
Figure 5.20: This graph shows the time required for creating the index of the database, encrypting
and inserting all records into it with a dataset of 16384 lines.
Memory database 16384 records
Figure 5.21: This graph shows the amount of memory required by every program after the creation
on each index with a dataset of 16384 records.
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ORAM and to the size of the data structures in FSSI. Another important thing that
we can notice is that ORAM 2 becomes the best. This because we have a number of
buckets that compared with ORAM 1 on many records becomes better. Also it helps
that ORAM 2 decreases the size of the buckets by reducing the number of dummy blocks.
Network usage for 10 queries on 16384 records
Figure 5.22: This graph shows the amount of data sent over the network by each program while
executing 10 queries and sending back the database to the server with 16384 records.
Network In Graphs in Fig. 5.22, Fig. 5.22 and Fig5.24 we have the network used
to execute a certain number of queries. FSSI 2 and ORAM 2 use the same amount
of network on scattered indexes, while on dense indexes FSSI 2 becomes the worst.
Focusing on the other programs we can notice how ORAM 1 improves its data usage as
the number of records increase, till becoming as performant as FSSI 1. This shows us
that the bucket scheme tends to become better on large indexes.
Query total times In Fig5.25, Fig. 5.26 and Fig. 5.27 is shown the total execution
time for 10, 100 and 1000 queries on every program. It can be seen that as the number
of records increase FSSI 2 time becomes higher. Since ORAM 2 time doesn’t increas
as much, it becomes better performing on a high number of records than FSSI 2. For
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Network usage for 100 queries on 16384 records
Figure 5.23: This graph shows the amount of data sent over the network by each program while
executing 100 queries and sending back the database to the server with 16384 records.
Network usage for 1000 queries on 16384 records
Figure 5.24: This graph shows the amount of data sent over the network by each program while
executing 1000 queries and sending back the database to the server with 16384 records.
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Query times for 10 queries on 16384 records
Figure 5.25: This graph displays the total time needed for executing 10 queries and send back the
database to the server.
a small number of queries the more performing is ORAM 1, while for a large number
of queries the cache of FSSI 1 speeds the program up and reduces the execution time,
making it the best performing. Another important fact is that on scattered indexes FSSI
2 time is more or less 10 times better than on dense indexes. Thus, the best indexing
strategy for FSSI 2 is scattered indexes.
Query average times Graphs in Fig. 5.28, Fig. 5.29 and Fig. 5.30 show the average
queries execution time for all programs. Comparing 128 and 1024 ones we can see that
as the number of records increases ORAM 2 tends to become better on a small number
of queries, while ORAM 1 execution time becomes higher due to its high creation time.
As the number of queries increases FSSI 2 has a lot of data to exchange and therefore its
execution time becomes higher. ORAM 1 and ORAM 2 can amortise the creation time
until it becomes better than FSSI 2. We can also notice how creation time has a high
influence on ORAM 1, that for 1000 queries becomes the second best algorithm. FSSI 1
still is the best.
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Query times for 100 queries on 16384 records
Figure 5.26: This graph displays the total time needed for executing 100 queries and send back the
database to the server.
Query times for 1000 queries on 16384 records
Figure 5.27: This graph displays the total time needed for executing 1000 queries and send back the
database to the server.
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Average query times for 10 queries on 16384 records
Figure 5.28: This graph displays the average time needed to execute 1 query, while we are executing
10 queries and sending the database back to the server. It includes also the creation time.
Average query times for 100 queries on 16384 records
Figure 5.29: This graph displays the average time needed to execute 1 query, while we are executing
100 queries and sending the database back to the server. It includes also the creation time.
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Average query times for 1000 queries on 16384 records
Figure 5.30: This graph displays the average time needed to execute 1 query, while we are executing
1000 queries and sending the database back to the server. It includes also the creation time.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The conclusions that can be drawn from our testing are:
Creation The creation of the database is very important since it put the base for
the execution of the queries. Since this occurs normally on the beginning and it won’t
change during the execution of the queries, this is important only if we need to change
the database many times. From the testing we can evince that both FSSI are very fast
due to their local creation and the simplicity of their algorithms, while both ORAM are
slower because at each insertion they need to re-encrypt each bucket. We can notice that
as the number of records increase ORAM 2 tends to become the worst.
Memory For the amount of memory the best algorithm is ORAM, since it requires
in every case less memory than FSSI. Both oram are very good since they needs lower
storage, but with a large dataset ORAM 2 tends to become better. The only difference
between them is due to the number of buckets. this is due to the number of buckets
used. The ”failure” of FSSI in this field is due to the data structure used, since they are
larger than the ones used in both ORAM algorithm. Also we can notice that the size of
FSSI grows in more than linear compared to ORAM.
Network As we are working with range queries, we can notice that the result in terms
of network usage is highly influenced by the ratio between the range of the keys and the
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number of records. If we have a limited range then at each query we will receive much
data, otherwise in case of a large range we will receive less data due to the distribution.
This means that every algorithm will reduce its network usage on scattered indexes.
From our test we can retrieve that FSSI 1 has little usage due to its cache, while FSSI 2
and oram are not very applicable because with many queries they need a lot of data to
go through the network, while ORAM 2 remains applicable. This is due to the number
of buckets in ORAM 2 and the serialization of every sector retrieved in FSSI 2.
Queries time The most important comparison is related to the time of execution for
the queries. FSSI 1 is very fast with a large number of queries due to its cache system,
the main problem remains that in case of many queries sometimes its need to save the
database locally on client’s ram, that can be very bad if we want to have large datasets.
FSSI 2 solves this problems but increases irremediably the execution time, for this reason
it is not very good to be used practically, unless we want to do only few queries. ORAM
1 differently become very good on a large number of queries because they amortize the
creation time. We have also noticed that ORAM 1 creation and queries execution time
are related inversely proportional, so with few buckets the creation time increase while
the execution time decrease and so on. Also from average time we can notice that the
creation time has a high influence on queries execution time in both FSSI while in both
ORAM is not relevant. We can also notice that for a large number of queries, the average
time and the execution time (divided by the number of queries) become close to each
other. This is important since if we want to extrapolate the average time for a large
number of queries, we can use an extrapolation over the execution time.
Concluding we can assert that ORAM 2 is not applicable in practice, while both FSSI
and ORAM 1 are applicable, depending on what the client needs. If he needs a large
dataset, ORAM 1 is preferable if he needs to execute many queries, while if he has few
queries we can suggest FSSI 2 if he needs more obfuscation and security, while if he needs
less security but more performances we suggest FSSI 1.
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